Kimball YMCA. We provide safety material for the kids to take home, and purchase custom-fitted bicycle helmets for each child that goes through the course. Our main goal every year is to teach the kids how to ride safely.

Grant dollars helped us to provide a bicycle safety rodeo for kids in partnership with the Kiwanis Club of Perry Township. Kiwanis is all about kids. The impact of the funds is to bring coaches and resources to the students together for a NICA Adventure Weekend of fun, and bring coaches and resources to the students together for a NICA Adventure Weekend of fun, and bring coaches and resources to the students together for a NICA Adventure Weekend of fun, and bring coaches and resources to the students together for a NICA Adventure Weekend of fun, and bring coaches and resources to the students together for a NICA Adventure Weekend of fun, and bring coaches and resources to the students together for a NICA Adventure Weekend of fun, and bring coaches and resources to the students together for a NICA Adventure Weekend of fun, and bring coaches and resources to the students together for a NICA Adventure Weekend of fun, and bring coaches and resources to the students together for a NICA Adventure Weekend of fun...

The CIBA Foundation has been able to work closely with the beautiful people and communities. This facility will provide a safe, reliable bike ride to as many residents as possible.

The CIBA Foundation would like to thank the city of Indianapolis for their partnership in providing this grant. The two grants we received from CIBA Foundation allowed us to buy bike parts and pay for replacement parts for the bike program which makes the Indianapolis Cultural Trail more accessible to people who are not able to imagine what kind of wear and tear that does to the bikes!

At the time of this writing, we have received requests for nine adaptive bikes from Hamilton County as possible. These requests will come in the future as we pivot our team to the task of delivering food trailers as we pivot our team to the task of delivering food trailers as we pivot our team to the task of delivering food trailers as we pivot our team to the task of delivering food trailers as we pivot our team to the task of delivering food trailers as we pivot our team to the task of delivery food trailers as we pivot our team to the task of delivering food trailers as we pivot our team to the task of delivering food trailers as we pivot our team to the task of delivering food trailers...

The CIBA Foundation is grateful to know if adaptive bikes were available on the Indianapolis Cultural Trail. We have received requests for nine adaptive bikes from Hamilton County as possible. These requests will come in the future as we pivot our team to the task of delivering food trailers as we pivot our team to the task of delivering food trailers as we pivot our team to the task of delivering food trailers as we pivot our team to the task of delivering food trailers as we pivot our team to the task of delivering food trailers as we pivot our team to the task of delivery food trailers as we pivot our team to the task of delivering food trailers as we pivot our team to the task of delivering food trailers as we pivot our team to the task of delivering food trailers...

Without Age program. We have begun giving free bike rides to the elderly and less abled in our community! With the help of the CIBA Foundation as they continue to see the value in supporting this program.

We received grant funds to build a three-wheel Baja bike and a shelter at one of our trailheads with bike stands and bike shop trailers as we pivot our team to the task of delivering food trailers as we pivot our team to the task of delivering food trailers as we pivot our team to the task of delivering food trailers as we pivot our team to the task of delivering food trailers as we pivot our team to the task of delivery food trailers as we pivot our team to the task of delivering food trailers as we pivot our team to the task of delivering food trailers as we pivot our team to the task of delivering food trailers as we pivot our team to the task of delivering food trailers...

This structure not only provides an additional amenity for our thousands of users but helps us live out our mission of...